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Duck breeders and cock raisers resist anti-bird flu measures
by Prime Sarmiento

TUESDAY, APRIL 4TH, 2006

Bird smuggling is not the only problem confronting the National Avian Influenza Task Force (NAITF) formed by the health
and agriculture departments in April 2005. There’s also the problem of convincing duck raisers to stop grazing their fowl in
wetland areas frequented by migratory birds.

Equally important, authorities are also unsure if fighting-cock aficionados would
agree to cull prized birds should avian flu break out in their areas. Gil Nicolas,
spokesman of the National Federation of Gamefowl Breeders (NFGB), predicts “strong
resistance” to culling because of the breeders’ attachment to their game fowls.

Authorities worry that the huge emotional and economic investment sabungeros have
made on their game fowl may prompt them to hide their fighting cocks rather cull
them if an outbreak takes place. In Thailand, breeders who invested so much time and
money on their game fowls refused to kill these even in the wake of bird flu outbreaks.
They hid their prized birds or moved these to other farms, exacerbating the country’s
bird-flu problem. In fact, the illegal movement of game fowl has since been cited as one
of the main factors in the spread of bird flu in several Thai provinces.

THE GOVERNMENT’S Avian Influenza Protection Program (AIPP) says that should

the lethal H5N1 bird-flu strain enter the country and infect a poultry farm, military and agriculture officials will cull all

feathered animals within a three-kilometer radius to halt the spread of the virus. These animals will include ducks, broilers,

quail and, yes, even pampered fighting cocks.

But some observers are not too optimistic that such measures would be carried out effectively. As it is, Gil Nicolas, spokesman

of the National Federation of Gamefowl Breeders (NFGB), predicts “strong resistance” to culling because of the breeders’

attachment to their game fowls.

Equally difficult, officials say, is banning duck raisers from grazing their fowls in wetlands frequented by migratory birds that

are potential carriers of the avian-flu virus. The virus has developed a deadly strain that can pass the illness on to humans.

The Department of Agriculture (DA) is planning to ban outright the raising of ducks and other free-range poultry in wetlands,

instead of disallowing this only from September to March. Any farmer who wants chickens and ducks to roam these areas would

have to secure a permit from the DA’s regional field unit and local government officials.
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Authorities are also poised to beef up the control measures already contained in the AIPP, which was formulated in 2005 by the

government-led National Avian Influenza Task Force (NAITF).

But Carolyn Benigno, animal health officer for Asia and the Pacific of the UN Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO), notes

that “big communication work” is needed to persuade the duck raisers that stricter measures are needed to contain the spread

of bird flu. She says these raisers need more information on the disease and the consequences of a bird-flu outbreak.

“What’s the nature of ducks?” Ruben Pascual, overall coordinator of Project Blue, the NAITF’s information and education arm,

asks rhetorically. “You don’t feed them with commercial feeds. Papastulin mo sila (You let them graze outside). That’s how

dangerous the behavior of the ducks is.”

Experts say the domestic ducks’ role in spreading the bird-flu virus cannot be underestimated since ducks are in regular contact

with migratory birds. The wild waterfowl can pass the virus through contact with domestic ducks, which usually graze in the

same rice fields and wetlands, feeding on snails and worms. The ducks can “silently” infect domestic poultry, experts say, since

ducks are asymptomatic, meaning they can excrete large quantities of the deadly virus even if they are not displaying any signs

of illness.

Migratory birds, specifically wild waterfowl, have long been known as natural reservoir of low pathogenic influenza viruses. But

new epidemiological data suggest that “wild waterfowl may play an important role in the avian influenza cycle and could be an

initial source for some highly pathogenic avian influenza viruses,” the FAO said in a recent report.

The Philippines is part of the of the Eastern Asian/Australian flyway — a major migration route. From September to March,

migratory birds in Siberia fly southward, passing by China and resting in some Philippine wetlands. Some of the birds stay here

during the entire winter season, but there are those that head farther south, to Indonesia and Australia.

Experts say it is impossible to stop wild birds from entering the Philippines. Haribon operations group director Blas Troy

Tabaranza Jr., a wildlife biologist by profession, says the country is embedded in the wild birds “mental map.” It’s also neither

practical nor effective to cull all wild birds, he says.

This is why the Bureau of Animal Industry has to be content with testing blood samples taken from chickens, ducks, turkey,

backyard game fowl and quail raised in “critical” areas, including Candaba swamp in Pampanga, Naujan Lake in Mindoro,

Olango Island in Cebu and Ligwasan Marsh in Cotabato. The Protected Areas and Wildlife Bureau (PAWB), meanwhile, is

supposed to report any occurrence of dead migratory birds. Dead birds will immediately undergo diagnosis and laboratory

testing.

Pascual theorizes that one of the reasons why Indonesia, which is an archipelagic country like the Philippines, has not been able

to escape bird flu could be because it has a large duck population of about 30 million.

In contrast, the Philippines has only 10 million ducks, with duck raisers accounting for only one percent of agricultural output.

Ducks here are usually raised for their eggs ? some are made into salted eggs, but most end up as balut, a local delicacy that is

actually a partially incubated duck egg harvested and cooked when the embryo is between 14 and 18 days old.

Still, the fact that the duck industry is made up largely of backyard raisers who let their ducks graze and wander around should

be reason for concern, say experts.

But Leandro Santos, co-chair of the newly formed Duck Industry Association of the Philippines, argues that not allowing ducks

to graze at all would only bring another burden to duck raisers who are already saddled with a host of problems. He says such a

move would force them to shell out more money for commercial feeds, which they would now need all year round. It would also

hurt the livelihood of those who rely on duck-raising for a living, including caretakers who graze the ducks and truckers who

deliver ducks to large-scale balut producers, he says.

A lot of people will lose their livelihood,” says Santos. “Kailangan din naming kumain (We also need to eat).”



According to Pascual, private feed millers are proposing that duck raisers form a cooperative to manage a feed mill and help

reduce feed cost. But Santos says this won’t help much in reducing the cost of production. He adds that duck raisers, who

organized themselves only last year, are simply not ready for this yet because they need to address other problems first, such as

the improvement of balut and duck-meat marketing and raising productivity of their ducks.

Rolando Dy, executive director of the Center for Food and Agribusiness at the University of Asia and the Pacific, thus suggests

that the government consider providing alternative livelihood and/or compensation to duck raisers. He also points out, “You

have to mobilize (local governments) to implement (AIPP)…do you think a barangay captain, who may be a duck raiser, will

enforce these measures if there’s no compensation?”

President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo has set aside funds to ensure the country’s bird flu-free status remains. But Dy wonders,

“It’s easy to say there’s a budget. But is that really cash which can be withdrawn from the bank when needed?”

Arroyo has allocated P2.5 billion for bird flu on top of the DA’s proposed budget of P15.7 billion for 2006, but this is still subject

to Congress approval. Of this, P1.5 billion will fund preventive measures, including expanding and upgrading diagnostic

laboratories, buying vaccines and setting up training and information programs. The remaining P1 billion will go to the

containment of the disease should it strike, with P500 million budgeted for indemnification, as the government will be partially

compensating farmers who need to cull their chickens to halt the spread of the virus.

This is the first time that the Philippine government has introduced a compensation package, which analysts and industry

sources agree is vital to discourage poultry raisers from concealing bird-flu outbreaks.

But is the money enough? Pascual says that in a simulation done by the NAITF that had the H5N1 strain hitting a farm raising

layer chickens — those raised to produce table eggs — the estimated compensation bill was a hefty P400 million. And that’s just

one case.

Nicolas of the National Federation of Gamefowl Breeders (NFGB) is even more skeptical the compensation would cover

gamefowl breeders. After all, a lavished champion panabong is priced much more than a broiler chicken.

A gamefowl breeder shells out an initial investment of roughly P500,000 to buy some “trios,” or breeding sets composed of one

brood cock and two hens, and build farm facilities, according to estimates made by Edmundo Gorgonia, chairman of the

Northern Mindanao Gamefowl Breeders Association.

Gorgonia adds that a medium-scale game fowl breeder who has 200 birds will have to spend a minimum of P1,800 a head each

year (or a total of P360,000 annually) for maintenance ? to pay for feeds, vitamins, vaccines, salaries for caretakers, etc.

Then there is the attachment of breeders to their game fowl. Concedes Pascual: “They touch (them), they practice with (them),

they feed them everything.”

Observes Nicolas: “Give a cockfighter Pharmaton and he wouldn’t take it, he’d give it to his gamecock.”

Such huge emotional and economic investment might thus compel a sabungero to hide all his fighting cocks rather than cull

them. In Thailand, breeders who invested so much time and money on their game fowls refused to kill these even in the wake of

bird-flu outbreaks. They hid their prized birds or moved these to other farms, exacerbating the country’s bird-flu problem. In

fact, the illegal movement of game fowl has since been cited as one of the main factors in the spread of bird flu in several Thai

provinces.

Eric Buhain, chairman of the Games and Amusement Board here, warns that the Philippines could well encounter the same

problem. He points out, “You can’t treat fighting cocks just like an ordinary broiler chicken. How can you explain to them that

you have to cull your priceless brood cock just because your neighbor was hit by H5N1?”

To its credit, the NAITF has taken time to address the concerns of sabungeros and to explain to them why their prized fowl

would have to be culled in the event of an outbreak. Yet resistance among the fighting-cock breeders remains.



Pascual recalls that in late 2005, some politicians who are also major game-fowl breeders sent representatives to him and

suggested an alternative to culling. They asked Pascual if they could just vaccinate their game fowls should these be within the

three-km zone of a bird-flu outbreak.

“I said no, that is unacceptable,” recounts Pascual. “We (the task force) aren’t against vaccination. But we’re against vaccination

as a first line of defense.” He says he met with game-fowl breeders to explain to them why culling should be done to curb the

spread of the disease.

“The chickens that were vaccinated will survive,” he recalls explaining. “But if you fail to vaccinate every bird in the area, then

these vaccinated birds will survive but set off the virus and affect an unvaccinated bird.”

And since H5N1 is zoonotic, an infected game fowl would not only make another chicken sick, but may also transmit the virus to

the breeder himself and his family.

“We are just trying to protect the breeders,” says DA Secretary and NAITF chairman Domingo Panganiban. “If they are infected,

they will die. So what good would their game fowls be then?”

After several discussions, game-fowl breeders conceded that culling would have to be done in case of an outbreak. This is the

NFGB’s official position, Nicolas says. But he also admits the organization cannot guarantee that all its members would agree to

culling if H5N1 does strike. “It’s an individual decision,” he says. It is easy to say they will comply, says Nicolas, but whether

they will actually do so is another matter altogether.

But there is some good news. Poultry raisers, who account for 15 percent of the country’s total farm production and who will

suffer most once the virus enters the country, have been following the NAITF’s advice to impose stringent biosecurity measures.

Gregorio San Diego, chairman of the United Broiler Raisers Association (UBRA), an association of medium and small-scale

poultry raisers, says these include regularly disinfecting their farms, prohibiting unnecessary visits to poultry farms, and fencing

in their broilers. They have disallowed free-range chickens, he says.

Interviews with several members of the Philippine Egg Board, which is made up of farmers who raise layer chickens, indicate

that they are also strictly enforcing similar measures.

Thus, Pascual still says with some confidence, “If every major farm takes leadership in doing the prevention measures then I

think the Philippines will be safe from bird flu.”
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